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INFINITELY MANY KNOTS ADMITTING THE SAME INTEGER
SURGERY AND A 4-DIMENSIONAL EXTENSION
TETSUYA ABE, IN DAE JONG, JOHN LUECKE, AND JOHN OSOINACH
Abstract. We prove that for any integer n there exist infinitely many different knots in S3
such that n-surgery on those knots yields the same 3-manifold. In particular, when |n| = 1
homology spheres arise from these surgeries. This answers Problem 3.6(D) on the Kirby
problem list. We construct two families of examples, the first by a method of twisting along
an annulus and the second by a generalization of this procedure. The latter family also
solves a stronger version of Problem 3.6(D), that for any integer n, there exist infinitely
many mutually distinct knots such that 2-handle addition along each with framing n yields
the same 4-manifold.
1. Introduction
Dehn surgery on knots is a long-standing technique for the construction of 3-manifolds.
While well-known theorems of Lickorish [14] and Wallace [19] state that every orientable
3-manifold can be obtained by Dehn surgery on some link in S3, this representation is far
from unique. In particular, in the Kirby problem list [12], Clark asks the following:
Problem 3.6(D). Fix an integer n. Is there a homology 3-sphere (or any 3-manifold) which
can be obtained by n-surgery on an infinite number of distinct knots?
In [16], the parenthetical version of this question was answered affirmatively by constructing
knots using the method of twisting along an annulus. This method was subsequently devel-
oped in [18] to construct infinitely many knots yielding a small Seifert-fibered manifold. In
[16], the surgery slope is 0, and in [13],[18] and [5] the surgery slopes are multiples of 4.
In Section 2, we use the annular twist construction to create, for each integer n, an infinite
family of distinct knots in S3 such that n-surgery on each knot in the collection yields the
same manifold (Theorem 2.2). When |n| = 1, the resulting manifold is a homology sphere
thereby answering affirmatively Problem 3.6(D) above. The members of each infinite family
are distinguished by their hyperbolic volume. Alternatively, at least when n 6= 0, the knots
in a family are shown to be different by proving that the bridge numbers tend to infinity as
the number of twists along the annulus increases.
In [1], a 4-dimensional extension of Problem 3.6(D) was proposed as follows:
Problem 1.1. Let n be an integer. Find infinitely many mutually distinct knots K1, K2, . . .
such that XKi(n) ≈ XKj(n) for each i, j ∈ N.
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Here XK(n) denotes the smooth 4-manifold obtained from the 4-ball B
4 by attaching a
2-handle along K with framing n, and the symbol ≈ stands for a diffeomorphism.
In Section 3, we generalize the annulus twist method in a somewhat surprising way to
produce a different family of knots answering Problem 3.6(D). Furthermore, this family
solves Problem 1.1 affirmatively as follows.
Theorem 1.2. For every n ∈ Z, there exist distinct knots J0, J1, J2, . . . such that
XJ0(n) ≈ XJ1(n) ≈ XJ2(n) ≈ · · · .
The knots J0 and J1 in Theorem 1.2 (for n > 0) are depicted in Figure 1, where the
rectangle labelled n stands for n right-handed full twists. Note that J0 is the knot 820 in
Rolfsen’s table [17]. The members of each infinite family are distinguished by their Alexander
polynomials when n 6= 0. When n = 0, they are distinguished by hyperbolic volume (see
[1]).
J0 J1
1 1
n
Figure 1. The knots J0 and J1 such that XJ0(n) ≈ XJ1(n).
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2. First family of knots
The Dehn surgeries on a knot, K, in the 3-sphere are parameterized by their surgery slopes.
These surgery slopes are described by p/q ∈ Q∪{∞}, meaning that the slope is a curve that
runs p times meridionally and q times longitudinally (using the preferred longitude) along
the boundary of the exterior of K. We write MK(p/q) for the p/q Dehn surgery on K. In
this notation, an n-surgery on K refers to the integer surgery MK(n/1) = MK(n).
Definition 2.1. Let L = k ∪ l1 ∪ l2 ∪ l3 be the link pictured in Figure 2. Let L(α, β, δ, γ)
be the corresponding Dehn surgery on L. Here the surgery slopes α, β, δ, γ will be either in
Q ∪ {∞}, using the meridian-longitude coordinates on the boundary of a knot in S3 (with
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a right-handed orientation on S3), or an asterisk, meaning that no surgery is done on that
component and the component is seen as a knot in the surgered manifold. (We use the
notation L(α, β, δ, γ) rather than ML(α, β, δ, γ), because, when there are asterisks among
the arguments, this denotes a link in the surgered manifold.)
k
l1
l3
l2
Figure 2. The link L
The main result of this section, giving our first family of knots by surgery on the link L,
is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. For integers m, n, km
n
= L(∗,−1/m, 1/m,−1/n) is a knot in S3. Further-
more M
k
m1
n
(n) is homeomorphic to M
k
m2
n
(n) for any integers m1, m2.
(1) For a fixed n 6= 0, the bridge number of km
n
tends to infinity as m tends to infinity.
(2) For any integer n, there is a Cn > 0 such that if m2 > m1 > Cn, then k
m1
n and k
m2
n
are hyperbolic knots with the hyperbolic volume of km2n larger than that of k
m1
n .
In particular, for each integer n there are infinitely many different knots in the family {kmn }.
Proof.
We first show that for any integer n, the n-surgery on each kmn yields the same manifold
for each m. Figure 3 shows that the knot k is a non-separating, orientation-preserving curve
on a twice-punctured Klein bottle, Q, cobounded by l1 and l2 and in the complement of l3.
Thus Q − Nbhd(L) is a 4-punctured sphere, P , properly embedded in the exterior, EL,
of L in S3. The boundary of P has one component on each of ∂ Nbhd(l1) and ∂ Nbhd(l2) of
slope 0/1 and two components on ∂ Nbhd(k) of slope 0/1. To check that the slope of P on
∂ Nbhd(k) is 0/1, one can verify that the linking number of such a boundary component is
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^
l1
l2
l3
Q
Q
k
Figure 3. The 2-punctured Klein bottle Q containing k
zero with respect to k. To do this, it is convenient to use P as in the proof of Claim 2.4,
below, when m = n = 0.
Let P̂ be the properly embedded annulus in the exterior of L(0/1, ∗, ∗, ∗) obtained by
capping off the two components of P along ∂Nbhd(k). Dehn twisting this exterior along
the annulus P̂ m times (see Remark 2.3), induces a homeomorphism of the 3-manifolds
L(0/1,−1/m, 1/m,−1/n) and L(0/1,−1/0, 1/0,−1/n) for each m,n.
Remark 2.3. Let A be an annulus embedded in a 3-manifoldM with ∂A the link L1∪L2 inM .
Let A′ = A∩(M−Nbhd(L1∪L2)). Fix an orientation onM . Pick an orientation on A. This
induces an orientation on Li and its meridian µi. Let A×[0, 1] be a product neighborhood of A
inM so that the corresponding interval orientation on A′× [0, 1] corresponds to the meridian
orientation of L1. Pick coordinates A = e
2piiθ × [0, 1], with θ ∈ [0, 1], so that e2piiθ × {0},
θ ∈ [0, 1], is the oriented L1. Define the homeomorphism fm : A × [0, 1] → A × [0, 1] by
(e2piiθ, s, t) 7→ (e2pii(θ+mt), s, t). Note that fm restricted to A × {0, 1} is the identity. Let A
be as above and K be a knot in M which intersects A × [0, 1] in [0, 1] fibers. Let Km be
the knot in M obtained by applying fm to K ∩ (A× [0, 1]) (and the identity on K outside
this region). We say that Km is obtained from K by twisting along A (m times), or that
Km is obtained from K by applying an m-fold annulus twist along A. In particular, we say
that K1 is the result of applying to K an annulus twist along A. Note that the sign of m
above depends only on the orientation of M and on the labeling, L1 and L2, of ∂A. The
above agrees with the notion of an annulus twist along A in [2, Section 2], where M = S3
with a right-handed orientation, A is a planar annulus, L1 is the outside boundary of A,
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and L2 is the inside boundary of A. The manifolds M with which we are working are S
3
or Dehn surgeries on S3. Our convention, is to take the right-handed orientation of S3
and the induced orientation on these Dehn surgeries. Furthermore, note that fm induces a
homeomorphism hm : M−Nbhd(L1∪L2)→M−Nbhd(L1∪L2) by applying fm in A
′× [0, 1]
along with the identity outside this neighborhood. We refer to this homeomorphism hm
of M − Nbhd(L1 ∪ L2) as Dehn-twisting along A
′ (m times). In this case, A′ is properly
embedded.
l1
l2
l3
A
Figure 4. The annulus A bounded by l1 ∪ l2
Figure 4 shows an annulus A cobounded by l1 and l2 in the complement of l3 (which can
be taken to intersect k algebraically zero and geometrically four times and which induces
the framing 0/1 on each of l1 and l2), which becomes an annulus An cobounded by l1 and l2
after −1/n surgery on l3. Dehn-twisting the exterior of l1 ∪ l2 in L(∗, ∗, ∗,−1/n) along An
(−m) times (really the restriction of An to this exterior, Remark 2.3) induces an orientation-
preserving homeomorphism of the manifold L(1/0,−1/0, 1/0,−1/n) = S3 to the manifold
L(1/0,−1/m, 1/m,−1/n). The inverse of this homeomorphism identifies kmn as a knot in S
3
obtained from k0n by twisting along An m times (see Remark 2.3).
The following claim finishes the argument that the n-surgeries on km
n
are the same mani-
fold.
Claim 2.4. For each m, n, L(0/1,−1/m, 1/m,−1/n) =Mkmn (n).
Proof of Claim 2.4: L(0/1,−1/m, 1/m,−1/n) is clearly a surgery on kmn . Our goal is to
identify the slope of this surgery, α(m,n), in terms of the coordinates on kmn as a knot in S
3.
Let Pn be the 4-punctured sphere P after −1/n surgery on l3. Then α(0, n) is the slope of
Pn on k
0
n
.
Twisting k0
n
along An induces a homeomorphism of the exterior of l1 ∪ l2 ∪ k
0
n
in S3 to the
exterior of l1∪ l2∪k
m
n
and consequently takes Pn to a 4-punctured sphere P
m
n
in the exterior
of l1 ∪ l2 ∪ k
m
n
. The slope α(m,n) is the slope of Pm
n
on km
n
. We may use Pm
n
to compute the
linking number of the slope α(m,n) with kmn and consequently the coordinates of the slope.
Orient kmn and take the orientation on P
m
n that induces an orientation on ∂P
m
n ∩Nbhd(k
m
n )
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that agrees with that on kmn . Then twice the linking number of α(m,n) with the oriented
kmn in S
3 is the negative of the linking number between the oriented kmn and l1∪ l2, given the
orientation induced by Pm
n
on l1 ∪ l2. By considering k
m
n
as twisting k0
n
along An away from
l1∪ l2, one sees that this latter linking number is −2n (one may verify that in the 1/0 surgery
on l3, this linking number is zero, then observe how the linking number changes under −1/n
surgery). Thus α(m,n) is the slope n/1 as desired.
 (Claim 2.4)
Claim 2.5. Let En be the exterior of L(∗, ∗, ∗,−1/n) and T1, T2 be the components of ∂En
coming from Nbhd(l1),Nbhd(l2), respectively. For each integer n 6= −2, the interior of En
is hyperbolic. For every integer n (including −2), there is no essential annulus properly
embedded in En with one boundary component on T1 and the other on T2.
Proof of Claim 2.5: SnapPy [7] shows that L is hyperbolic. The program HIKMOT [11] certi-
fies this calculation. The sequence of isotopies Figure 5(a)-(c) shows that l1 in L(∗, ∗, ∗, 1/2)
is a (2,−1)-cable on the knot l′1 pictured in Figure 5(d) (the 3-manifold H in Figure 5 is a
neighborhood of the punctured Klein bottle Q and l1 is pushed off H). Because the linking
number of l′1 with k is one, the exterior of k ∪ l1 ∪ l2 in L(∗, ∗, ∗, 1/2) is toroidal. It follows
from [9] and [10] that the interior of En is hyperbolic as long as |n+ 2| > 3.
For n ∈ {1, 0,−1,−3,−4,−5}, SnapPy shows that En is hyperbolic and HIKMOT certifies
this calculation. Thus the interior of En is hyperbolic, and in particular En is anannular, as
long as n 6= −2.
We must still show that E−2 is anannular. As mentioned above, Figure 5(d) shows that
E−2 is the union, along a torus T , of the exterior of a (2,−1)-cable of the core of a solid
torus and the exterior, E ′−2, of l
′
1 ∪ l2 ∪ k after 1/2 surgery on l3. SnapPy shows E
′
−2 is
hyperbolic and HIKMOT certifies this. Now assume that there were an essential annulus in
E−2 between T1 and T2, and consider its intersection with the incompressible torus T . We
may surger away any closed curves of intersection which are trivial on T . Then an outermost
component of intersection with E ′−2 will give rise to an essential annulus or disk properly
embedded in E ′−2, contradicting the hyperbolicity of E
′
−2.
 (Claim 2.5)
We first verify (1) of Theorem 2.2. As before, let An be the annulus from Figure 4
cobounded by l1 and l2 and after −1/n surgery on l3. The knot k
m
n
is obtained by twisting k
along An (m times) in the copy of S
3 obtained by −1/n surgery on l3. As the linking number
of l1 and l2 in this copy of S
3 is n, l1 ∪ l2 is not the trivial link. Then Claim 2.5 along with
Corollary 1.4 of [5] shows that for n 6= 0 the (genus 0) bridge number of the knots kmn in S
3
goes to infinity as m goes to infinity (as the linking number of l1 and l2 is non-zero, Lemma
2.4 of [5] shows there is a catching surface for the pair (An, k)). Note that since A0 lies on a
Heegaard sphere for S3, the bridge numbers of {km0 } will be bounded.
We now verify (2) of Theorem 2.2. By Claim 2.5, the interior of En is hyperbolic whenever
n 6= −2. Thurston’s Dehn Surgery Theorem and Theorem 1A of [15] shows that there is
an Cn > 0 such that for m > Cn, k
m
n is hyperbolic and its volume increases monotonically
with m. When n = −2, recall from the proof of Claim 2.5 that Figure 5(d) shows that E−2
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(a) (b)
(c)(d)
H H
HH
l1 l1
l1l′1
Figure 5. l1 in L(∗, ∗, ∗, 1/2) is a (2,−1)-cable on l
′
1
is the union, along a torus T , of the exterior of a (2,−1)-cable of the core of a solid torus,
and the exterior, E ′−2, of l
′
1 ∪ l2 ∪ k after 1/2 surgery on l3. That is, identify L(∗, ∗, ∗, 1/2)
as a link in S3 by putting two full left-handed twists along the linking circle l3. Then
L(∗,−1/m, 1/m, 1/2) corresponds to (−1−2m)/m surgery on l1 and (1−2m)/m surgery on
l2. The Seifert fiber on l1 as a (2,−1)-cabling on l
′
1 is −2/1. As the surgery slope intersects
this Seifert fiber slope once, this surgery on l1 corresponds to doing a (−1−2m)/4m surgery
on l′1 (see Corollary 7.3 of [8]). As noted above, HIKMOT verifies k∪ l
′
1∪ l2 to be hyperbolic.
Thus, an application of Theorem 1A of [15] to the exterior E−2 of this link, shows there is a
C−2 such that for m > C−2, k
m
−2 is hyperbolic and its volume increases monotonically with
m.
Since hyperbolic volume and bridge number are knot invariants, either (1) (when n 6= 0)
or (2) shows that for an integer n the family {km
n
} is infinite.
 (Theorem 2.2)
Remark 2.6. SnapPy shows the homology spheres that arise in the above construction (|n| =
1) to be hyperbolic manifolds with volume(Mk0
−1
(−1)) = 3.400436870 and volume(Mk0
1
(1)) =
5.7167678901. SnapPy shows the manifold corresponding to n = −2 to be hyperbolic with
volume(Mk0
−2
(−2)) = 3.110698158. These calculations are not verified by HIKMOT.
The next section shows, for each n, other infinite families of knots that admit the same
n-surgery. We show that in fact the 4-manifolds obtained by attaching a 2-handle to the
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4-ball along each of the knots in one of these families are diffeomorphic. We do not know if
the same holds for the above family {kmn }.
Question Let n be an integer. Are the 4-manifolds Xkin(n) and Xkjn(n) diffeomorphic?
3. Second family of knots
We generalize the annulus twist and provide a framework for creating knots yielding the
same 4-manifold. Problem 1.1 is solved by applying the framework to the knot 820.
This section is organized as follows: In subsection 3.1, we recall the definition of an an-
nulus presentation of a knot and introduce the notion of a “simple” annulus presentation.
We define a new operation (∗n) on an annulus presentation, which is a generalization of an
annulus twist. For a knot K with an annulus presentation and an integer n, we construct a
knot K ′ (with an annulus presentation) such that MK(n) ≈ MK ′(n) by using the operation
(∗n) (Theorem 3.7). In subsection 3.2, for a knot K with a simple annulus presentation
and any integer n, we construct a knot K ′ (with a simple annulus presentation) such that
XK(n) ≈ XK ′(n) by using the operation (∗n) (Theorem 3.10). Note that the two knots K
and K ′ are possibly the same. In subsection 3.3, we introduce the notion of a “good” annulus
presentation, and show that, for a given knot with a good annulus presentation, the infin-
itely many knots constructed by using the operation (∗n) have mutually distinct Alexander
polynomials when n 6= 0 (Theorem 3.13). This yields Theorem 1.2 as an immediate corollary.
3.1. Construction of knots.
3.1.1. Annulus presentation. We recall the definition of an annulus presentation1 of a knot
from [1, 2]. Let A ⊂ R2 ∪ {∞} ⊂ S3 be a trivially embedded annulus with an ε-framed
unknot c in S3 as shown in the left side of Figure 6, where ε = ±1. Take an embedding of a
band b : I × I → S3 such that
• b(I × I) ∩ ∂A = b(∂I × I),
• b(I × I) ∩ intA consists of ribbon singularities, and
• b(I × I) ∩ c = ∅,
where I = [0, 1]. Throughout this paper, we assume that A ∪ b(I × I) is orientable. This
assumption implies that the induced framing is zero (see [1]). Unless otherwise stated,
we also assume for simplicity that ε = −1. If a knot K in S3 is isotopic to the knot
(∂A \ b(∂I × I)) ∪ b(I × ∂I) in Mc(−1) ≈ S
3, then we say that K admits an annulus
presentation (A, b, c). It is easy to see that a knot admitting an annulus presentation is
obtained from the Hopf link by a single band surgery (see [1]). A typical example of a knot
admitting an annulus presentation is given in Figure 6.
For an annulus presentation (A, b, c), (R2 ∪ {∞}) \ intA consists of two disks D and D′,
see Figure 7. Assume that ∞ ∈ D′.
Definition 3.1. An annulus presentation (A, b, c) is called simple if b(I × I) ∩ intD = ∅.
1In [1], it was called a band presentation.
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A
ε c
b(I × I)
b(∂I × I)
−1 c
Figure 6. The knot depicted in the center admits an annulus presentation
as in the right side.
For example, in Figure 7, the annulus presentation depicted in the center is simple, and
the right one is not.
D
A
−1 −1
Figure 7. The position of D, a simple annulus presentation and a non-simple
annulus presentation.
Let (A, b, c) be an annulus presentation of a knot. In a situation where it is inessential
how the band b(I × I) is embedded, we often indicate (A, b, c) in an abbreviated form as in
Figure 8.
A
−1
c
Figure 8. Thick arcs stand for b(∂I × I).
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3.1.2. Operations. To construct knots yielding the same 4-manifold by a 2-handle attaching,
we define operations on an annulus presentation.
Definition 3.2. Let (A, b, c) be an annulus presentation, and n an integer.
• The operation (A) is to apply an annulus twist along the annulus A.
• The operation (Tn) is defined as follows:
(1) Adding the (−1/n)-framed unknot as in Figure 9, and
(2) (after isotopy) blowing down along the (−1/n)-framed unknot.
• The operation (∗n) is the composition of (A) and (Tn).
In the operation (Tn), the added (−1/n)-framed unknot is lying on the neighborhood of c
and ∂A, and does not intersect b(I × I). The intersection of A and the added unknot is just
one point.
The operation (∗n) is a generalization of an annulus twist, in particular, (∗0) = (A).
−1 −1 −
1
n
A A
c c
Figure 9. Add the (−1/n)-framed unknot in the operation (Tn).
3.1.3. Construction. For a given knot K with an annulus presentation, we can obtain a
new knot K ′ with a new annulus presentation by applying the operation (∗n). By abuse of
notation, we call K ′ the knot obtained from K by the operation (∗n). Here we give examples.
Example 3.3. Let J0 be the knot with the simple annulus presentation of Figure 10. Let
J1 be the knot obtained from J0 by the operation (∗n). Then J1 is as in Figure 10.
Remark 3.4. LetK be a knot with an annulus presentation (A, b, c), andK ′ the knot obtained
from K by (∗n). If (A, b, c) is simple, then the resulting annulus presentation of K ′ is also
simple.
Example 3.5. For the knot J1 in Example 3.3 with n = 1, let J2 be the knot obtained from
J1 by applying the operation (∗1). Then J2 is as in Figure 11.
The following lemma is obvious, however, important in our argument.
Lemma 3.6. Let L be a 2-component framed link which consists of L1 with framing (−1/n)
and L2 with framing 0 as in the left side of Figure 12. Suppose that the linking number of L1
and L2 is ±1 (with some orientation). Then the two Kirby diagrams in Figure 12 represent
the same 3-manifold.
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1
annulus presentation
annulus presentation
blow up
−1 −1
−1
n
1
n
(A)
blow
down
blow
down
(Tn)
(∗n)
J0
J1
−
1
n
Figure 10. By the operation (∗n), the knot J0 with the annulus presentation
is deformed into the knot J1 with the annulus presentation.
Theorem 3.7. Let K be a knot with an annulus presentation and K ′ be the knot obtained
from K by the operation (∗n). Then
MK(n) ≈MK ′(n) .
Proof. First, we consider the case where K = J0 = 820 with the usual annulus presentation
as in Figure 10. Figure 13 shows thatMK(n) is represented by the last diagram in Figure 13,
and this is diffeomorphic to MK ′(n) by Figure 14. The moves in Figure 14 correspond to the
operation (∗n).
Next we consider the general case. Let (A, b, c) be an annulus presentation of K. As seen
in Figure 15, MK(n) is represented by the last diagram in Figure 15. Now it is not difficult
to see that this is diffeomorphic to MK ′(n). 
Remark 3.8. Let K be a knot with an annulus presentation (A, b, c) and K ′ be the knot
obtained from K by the operation (∗n). In general, K ′ is much more complicated than K.
If the annulus presentation (A, b, c) is simple, then K ′ is not too complicated. Indeed, let
(A, bA, c) be the annulus presentation obtained from (A, b, c) by applying the operation (A)
as in the left side of Figure 16. Then the knot K ′ is indicated as in the right side of Figure 16.
3.2. Extension of a diffeomorphism between 3-manifolds. In his seminal work, Cerf [6]
proved that any orientation preserving self diffeomorphism of S3 extends to a self diffeomor-
phism of B4. As an application, Akbulut obtained the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9 ([3]). Let K and K ′ be knots in S3 = ∂D4 with a diffeomorphism g : ∂XK(n)→
∂XK ′(n), and let µ be a meridian of K. Suppose that
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1
1
1
−1
−1
1
1
=
J1
J2
Figure 11. An annulus presentation of the knot J2 (lower half) obtained
from J0 by applying (∗1) two times.
n
L1
L2 · · · · · ·0
−
1
n
n
Figure 12. Two Kirby diagrams represent the same 3-manifold.
(1) if µ is 0-framed, then g(µ) is the 0-framed unknot in the Kirby diagram representing
XK ′(n), and
(2) the Kirby diagram XK ′(n) ∪ h
1 represents D4, where h1 is the 1-handle represented
by g(µ).
Then g extends to a diffeomorphism g˜ : XK(n)→ XK ′(n) such that g˜|∂XK(n) = g.
This technique is called “carving” in [4]. For a proof, we refer the reader to [1, Lemma
2.9]. Applying Lemma 3.9, we show the following.
Theorem 3.10. Let K be a knot with a simple annulus presentation and K ′ be the knot
obtained from K by the operation (∗n). Then XK(n) ≈ XK ′(n).
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−1 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1
−1
n 0 0 0
0 0 0
− 1
n
− 1
n
− 1
n
−1− 1
n
−1− 1
n
− 1
n
1 −1
−1
1
−1
1
−1
1
−1
1
blow
up
slide
slide isotopy slide
Figure 13. A proof of MK(n) ≈MK ′(n) when K = 820.
0 0 n
− 1
n
− 1
n
−1
1
−1
−1 −1
n
blow
down
Figure 14. Moves which correspond to the operation (∗n).
Proof. First, we consider the case where K = 820 with the usual simple annulus presentation.
Let f : ∂XK(n)→ ∂XK ′(n) be the diffeomorphism given in Figures 13 and 14. Let µ be the
meridian of K. If we suppose that µ is 0-framed, then we can check that f(µ) is the 0-framed
unknot in the Kirby diagram of XK ′(0) as in Figure 17. LetW be the 4-manifoldD
4∪h1∪h2,
where h1 is the dotted 1-handle represented by f(µ) and h2 is the 2-handle represented by
K ′ with framing n. Sliding h2 over h1, we obtain a canceling pair (see Figure 18), implying
that W ≈ B4. By Lemma 3.9, we have f˜ : XK(0)
≈
−→ XK ′(0).
Next, we consider the general case. Let g : ∂XK(n) → ∂XK ′(n) be the diffeomorphism
given in the proof of Theorem 3.7 in the general case (see Figure 19), and µ the meridian
of ∂XK(n). In Figure 19, the annulus presentation in the right hand side represents K
′, see
Remark 3.8. If we suppose that µ is 0-framed, then we can check that g(µ) is the 0-framed
unknot in the Kirby diagram of XK ′(0) as in Figure 19. LetW be the 4-manifoldD
4∪h1∪h2,
where h1 is the dotted 1-handle represented by g(µ) and h2 is the 2-handle represented by
K ′ with framing n. Sliding h2 over h1, we obtain a canceling pair (see Figure 20), implying
that W ≈ B4. By Lemma 3.9 again, we have g˜ : XK(0)
≈
−→ XK ′(0). 
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n
−1
0
−1
0
−1
0
−1
0
−1
0
−1
0
−1
− 1
n
− 1
n
− 1
n
−1− 1
n
−1− 1
n
− 1
n
−1
1
1−1
1
−1
1
−1
1
−1
blow
up
slide
slide isotopy slide
Figure 15. A proof of MK(n) ≈ MK ′(n) for the general case.
b(I × I)
c
−1 −1
n
Figure 16. The annulus presentation (A, bA, c) and the knot K
′.
Remark 3.11. It would be interesting to characterize the knots which admit simple annu-
lus presentations in terms of other topological properties. It is known that a knot with
unknotting number one admits a simple annulus presentation (see [1, Lemma 2.2]).
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. For a knot K, we denote by ∆K(t) the Alexander polynomial
of K. We assume that ∆K(1) = 1 and ∆K(t) is of the symmetric form
∆K(t) = a0 +
d∑
i=1
ai(t
i + t−i) .
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0
µ
1 1
n
0
f(µ)
≈
f
Figure 17. The image of µ under f .
1
n
n n− 2
1
n
≈ B4
Figure 18. The 4-manifold W is diffeomorphic to B4.
0
µ
1
n
0
g(µ)
1
n
n
≈
Figure 19. The image of µ under g.
We call the integer d the degree2 of ∆K(t), and denote it by deg∆K(t). For example,
deg(−1 + t+ t−1) = 1.
In this subsection, we define a “good” annulus presentation. Theorem 1.2 will be shown
as a typical case of the argument in this subsection. The following technical lemma plays an
important role.
Lemma 3.12. Let n be a positive integer. Let K be a knot with a good annulus presentation,
and K ′ be the knot obtained from K by applying the operation (∗n). Then
(i) K ′ also admits a good annulus presentation, and
2Usually, the degree is defined as 2d.
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1
n
n
1
n
n− 2
≈ B4
Figure 20. The 4-manifold W is diffeomorphic to B4.
(ii) deg∆K(t) < deg∆K ′(t).
We will prove Lemma 3.12 later. Using Lemma 3.12, we show the following which yields
Theorem 1.2 as an immediate corollary.
Theorem 3.13. Let n be a positive integer. Let K0 be a knot with a good annulus presen-
tation and Ki (i ≥ 1) the knot obtained from Ki−1 by applying the operation (∗n). Then
(1) XK0(n) ≈ XK1(n) ≈ XK2(n) ≈ · · · , and
(2) the knots K0, K1, K2, . . . are mutually distinct.
Let Ki be the mirror image of Ki. Then
(3) X
K0
(−n) ≈ X
K1
(−n) ≈ X
K2
(−n) ≈ · · · , and
(4) the knots K0, K1, K2, . . . are mutually distinct.
Proof. By the definition (Definition 3.14), any good annulus presentation is simple. Thus,
by Theorem 3.10, we have
XK0(n) ≈ XK1(n) ≈ XK2(n) ≈ · · · .
By Lemma 3.12 (i), each Ki (i ≥ 1) also admits a good annulus presentation. Thus, by
Lemma 3.12 (ii), we have
deg∆K0(t) < deg∆K1(t) < deg∆K2(t) < · · · .
This implies that the knots K0, K1, K2, . . . are mutually distinct.
Since XKi(n) ≈ XKi(−n) and deg∆Ki(t) = deg∆Ki(t), we have
X
K0
(−n) ≈ X
K1
(−n) ≈ X
K2
(−n) ≈ · · · , and
deg∆
K0
(t) < deg∆
K1
(t) < deg∆
K2
(t) < · · · .
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.13. 
3.3.1. Good annulus presentation and the Alexander polynomial. Let K be a knot with a
simple annulus presentation (A, b, c). Note that the knot (∂A \ b(∂I × I)) ∪ b(I × ∂I) is
trivial3 in S3 if we ignore the (−1)-framed loop c. We denote by U this trivial knot. Since
(A, b, c) is simple, U ∪ c can be isotoped so that U bounds a “flat” disk D (contained in
3
K is the knot (∂A \ b(∂I × I)) ∪ b(I × ∂I) in Mc(−1).
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R2 ∪ {∞}). This isotopy, denoted by ϕb, is realized by shrinking the band b(I × I). For
simplicity, the isotopy ϕb is also denoted by ϕ. For example, see Figure 21. In the abbreviated
form, ϕ is represented as in Figure 22. Here we note that the linking number of U and c is
zero since we assumed that A∪ b(I × I) is orientable. Let Σ be the disk bounded by c as in
Figure 22. We assume that Σ remains fixed through the isotopy ϕ.
c
U
c
U
isotopy
ϕ
Figure 21. By the isotopy ϕ (shrinking the band b(I × I)), U ∪ c (the left
side) is changed to the right side.
c c
U
isotopy
ϕ
•
•
p∗
p′∗
Σ Σ
Figure 22. The isotopy ϕ in the abbreviated form of (A, b, c).
After the isotopy ϕ, cutting along the disk D, the loop c is separated into arcs whose
endpoints are in D. Furthermore, choosing orientations on c and U , these arcs are oriented.
We choose the orientations on c and U as in Figure 22, and orientations on D and Σ
consistent with those on c and U . These oriented arcs are classified into four types as
follows: For p ∈ c ∩ D, let sign(p) = ± according to the sign of the intersection between
D and c at p. For an oriented arc α, let ps (resp. pt) be the starting point (resp. terminal
point) of α. Then we say that α is of type (sign(ps) sign(pt)). That is, the oriented arc α is
of type (++), (−−), (+−), or (−+). For example, see Figure 23.
Let E(U) be the exterior of U and E˜(U) its infinite cyclic cover. Notice that E˜(U) consists
of infinitely many copies of a cylinder obtained from E(U) by cutting along D. Thus E˜(U) is
diffeomorphic to D×R ≈ ∪i∈Z (D × [i, i+ 1]). Each oriented arc is lifted in E˜(U) as shown
in Figure 24. Note that each arc can be knotted in Figure 24. Hereafter, for simplicity, we
say an arc instead of an oriented arc.
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−
+
−+
(+−) arc
(−−) arc
(−+) arc
(++) arc
Figure 23. The four types of arcs.
D2 × {i}
D2 × {i+ 1}
Figure 24. Lifts of oriented arcs of type (++), (−−), (+−), and (−+) respectively.
Figure 25. Lifts of the arcs of type (+−) and (−+) from a good annulus presentation.
Definition 3.14. We say that a simple annulus presentation (A, b, c) is good if b(I × ∂I) ∩
intA 6= ∅ and the set of arcs A obtained as above satisfies the following up to isotopy.
(1) A contains just one (+−) arc and one (−+) arc, and they are lifted as in Figure 25,
that is, the linking number of the arcs rel D × {i, i+ 1} is ±1. Here each of the two
arcs is possibly itself knotted.
(2) For α ∈ A, if α∩ intΣ 6= ∅, then α is of type (++) (resp. (−−)) and the sign of each
intersection point in intΣ ∩ α is + (resp. −).
Remark 3.15. For a simple annulus presentation (A, b, c), after the isotopy ϕ, the intersection
c∩D corresponds to the intersection b(I×∂I)∩intA and further two points p∗ and p
′
∗ depicted
in Figure 22. Notice that
b(I × ∂I) ∩ intA = ⊔i b({ti} × ∂I)
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for some 0 < t1 < · · · < tr < 1. For each i, b({ti} × ∂I) consists of two points whose signs
differ. Furthermore, with the orientation as in Figure 22, we have
sign(p∗) = − and sign(p
′
∗) = + .
Example 3.16. The annulus presentation (A, b, c) of the knot J0 = 820 is good since it is
changed by the isotopy ϕ = ϕb as in Figure 26. Applying the operation (A), we obtain the
annulus presentation as in Figure 21. We denote this annulus presentation by (A, bA, c). Now
we check that (A, bA, c) is good. It is obvious that bA(I×∂I)∩ intA 6= ∅. As in the left side of
Figure 27, after the isotopy ϕ = ϕbA, the set of arcs satisfies condition (1) of Definition 3.14.
However the (+−) arc intersects intΣ, that is, condition (2) of Definition 3.14 does not
hold. In such a case, changing the position of an intersection as in Figure 27 by applying
an isotopy to the (+−) arc, we obtain the set of arcs satisfying condition (2). Note that
after this isotopy we can assume that the (+−) and (−+) arcs are fixed by a subsequent
application of the operation (A).
−
−+
+
(+−) arc
(−−) arc
(−+) arc
(++) arc
isotopy
ϕb
Figure 26. The annulus presentation (A, b, c) of J0 = 820 is good.
−
+
−+
(+−) arc
(−−) arc
(−+) arc
(++) arc
−
+
−+
(+−) arc
(−−) arc
(−+) arc
(++) arc
Figure 27. By an isotopy, we move the intersection point of c ∩D.
Let E(K) be the exterior of a knot K. Considering a surgery description of the infinite
cyclic covering, E˜(K), of E(K), we have the following.
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Lemma 3.17. If a knot K admits a good annulus presentation, then
deg∆K(t) = #{arcs of type (++)}+ 1 .(3.1)
Proof. Let (A, b, c) be a good annulus presentation of K. Then K is represented by the
unknot U (in Mc(−1)). After the isotopy ϕb, U bounds a “flat” disk D (contained in
R2 ∪ {∞}) as in Figure 21.
Let V be a closed tubular neighborhood of c (which is diffeomorphic to a solid torus) and
J a simple closed curve of slope −1 on ∂V . Since c and U have linking number zero, we
can construct the infinite cyclic cover E˜(K) from E˜(U) ≈ ∪i∈Z (D × [i, i+ 1]) as follows:
Remove the interior of solid tori V˜i (i ∈ Z) which lie above V in E˜(U), and sew solid tori
Wi (i ∈ Z) back so that each meridian, µi, of Wi is attached to the lift, J˜i, of J .
Let ∆K(t) = a0 +
∑
∞
i=1 ai(t
i + t−i). Then it is not difficult to see that ai (i = 1, 2, . . . ) is
the linking number between J˜0 and the core of V˜i with suitable linking convention in E˜(U).
Note that a0 = 1− 2
∑
∞
i=1 ai since ∆K(1) = 1. By condition (1) in Definition 3.14,
|ai| =
{
1 if i = #{arcs of type (++)}+ 1 ,
0 if i > #{arcs of type (++)}+ 1 .
This implies that deg ∆K(t) = #{arcs of type (++)}+ 1.
For the details of a surgery description of E˜(K) and the Alexander polynomial, we refer
the reader to Rolfsen’s book [17, Chapter 7]. 
Remark 3.18. To show Lemma 3.17, we do not need conditions (2) and (3) in Definition 3.14.
These conditions are used to prove Lemma 3.12.
Remark 3.19. If a knot K admits a good annulus presentation, then we can see that ∆K(t)
is monic.
Now we are ready to prove the main result in this section.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The case where n = 0 was proved in [1]. We can check that the simple
annulus presentation of the knot 820 as given in Figure 26 is good, see Example 3.16. Thus
the proof for the case where n 6= 0 is obtained by Theorem 3.13 immediately. 
3.3.2. Proof of Lemma 3.12. We start the proof of Lemma 3.12. Let (A, b, c) be a good
annulus presentation of a knot K. Recall that the operation (∗n) is a composition of the
two operations (A) and (Tn) for an annulus presentation. Let (A, bA, c) be the annulus
presentation obtained from (A, b, c) by applying the operation (A), and (A, b′, c) the annulus
presentation obtained from (A, bA, c) by applying the operation (Tn). That is,
(A, b, c)
(A)
−→ (A, bA, c)
(Tn)
−→ (A, b′, c).
Note that K ′ admits the annulus presentation (A, b′, c).
First we show that (A, bA, c) is good. It is obvious that bA(I × ∂I) ∩ intA 6= ∅. The
operation (A) preserves the number of arcs and type of each arc. We can suppose that the
(+−) arc and the (−+) arc are fixed by the operation (A) up to isotopy as discussed in
Example 3.16. Therefore the set of the arcs A (obtained from (A, bA, c)) satisfies condition
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(1). Furthermore we can show that A satisfies condition (2) since the orientations of c and
U are consistent with the operation (A). Therefore (A, bA, c) is good.
Next we show that (A, b′, c) is good. It is obvious that b′(I×∂I)∩ intA 6= ∅. The operation
(Tn) may increase the number of arcs. Indeed a (++) (resp. (−−)) arc through Σ is changed
to n + 1 (++) (resp. (−−)) arcs since (A, bA, c) is good and n > 0, in particular, a (++)
arc (resp. (−−) arc) intersects Σ positively (resp. negatively). Note that the (+−) arc and
the (−+) arc are fixed by the operation (Tn) since they are disjoint from Σ. Hence (+−)
arcs and (−+) arcs are not produced by the operation (Tn). Therefore the set of the arcs
A′ (obtained from (A, b′, c)) satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Hence (A, b′, c) (of K ′) is good.
This completes the proof of the claim (i) of Lemma 3.12.
Let δ = #(A ∩ b(I × ∂I)) /2 and σ = #(Σ ∩ b(I × ∂I)) /2. Then we see that
#(A ∩ bA(I × ∂I))/2 = δ , #(Σ ∩ bA(I × ∂I))/2 = σ + δ .
Then we have
#(A ∩ b′(I × ∂I))/2 = #(A ∩ bA(I × ∂I))/2 + n ·#(Σ ∩ bA(I × ∂I))/2
= (n + 1)δ + nσ ,
and
#(Σ ∩ b′(I × ∂I)) = #(Σ ∩ bA(I × ∂I)) .
These are equivalent to (
δ′
σ′
)
=
(
n+ 1 n
1 1
)(
δ
σ
)
,
where δ′ = #(A ∩ b′(I × ∂I)) /2 and σ′ = #(Σ ∩ b′(I × ∂I)) /2. Since n ≥ 1 and δ ≥ 1, we
have
δ < δ′ .(3.2)
By the condition that (A, b, c) and (A, b′, c) is good, and by Remark 3.15, we see that
δ = # { (++) arcs of (A, b, c) } , δ′ = # { (++) arcs of (A, b′, c) } .
Therefore, by Lemma 3.17, we have
deg∆K = δ + 1 , deg∆K ′ = δ
′ + 1 .(3.3)
By (3.2) and (3.3), we have deg∆K(t) < deg∆K ′(t). This completes the proof of the claim
(ii) of Lemma 3.12, and thus, the proof of Lemma 3.12.
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